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GO&PLAY AIR ALUMINIUM WIRELESS
STEREO EARPHONES BLACK
DESCRIPTION
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The purity of sound and the elegance of
aluminium
You want your earphones to ensure a stable
and immersive listening experience, but you
also want them to be elegant and have a
unique design. Because we get it, we
introduce you to the Ksix Go&Play Air
Wireless Earphones.

Listen to your music with style
Let yourself be seduced by its elegant design.
They are made of aluminium alloy, a
lightweight and high quality material, that
will allow you to enjoy a purer and sharper
sound, without distortions.

Immersive sound
With its ergonomic shape and aluminium
exterior, the Go&Play Air earphones offer
more isolation from the exterior noise, for an
immersive sound experience. Meanwhile, its
ear buds (available in 3 different sizes) will
adapt them perfectly to your ears.

No more cables, no more tangles
Say goodbye to those annoying cable tangles.
Its plane cable avoids them from getting
tangled.
Turn on the earphones, connect them with

your smartphone via Bluetooth and put music
to every moment of your day using the
earphones buttons.

Let your hands free
The Go & Play Air Wireless Earphones
incorporate the HFP Free-Hands Profile, so
you can make and receive phone calls by
touching only one button, without taking
your phone out of your pocket.

Main features
Wireless earphones made of aluminium
alloy
Ergonomic and sharp design, for a purer
sound experience
Ear buds in different sizes for a perfect
fix
Plane cable to enjoy your music without
tangles
Control your music and phone calls
using the cable button

Technical information

.

Bluetooth Connectivity 4.1 and higher
Hand-Free Profile: HFP
Built in microphone
Driver unit: 11.5 mm
Operation range: 10 m
Frequency range: 20-20000kHz
Impedance: 32ff D 15%
Sensitivity: 100dB D 3dB
Battery capacity: 55 mAh
Play time: 3-4 hours
Battery charging time: 1.5 hours
Micro USB-USB cable included
Different size ear buds included

Compatibility
Smartphones, video game consoles and
other devices with Bluetooth 4.1 and
higher

Box content
Ksix Go & Play Air Wireless Earphones
Different size ear buds

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.
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Color

Black

Box content

Earphones, Micro USB cable
and interchangeable eartips

Connectivity

Bluetooth 4.1

Autonomy

Up to 4 hours

.

Charging time

1,5 hours

Diameter

11,5 mm

Operational range

10 m

Type

With button

Impedance

32O

Sensitivity

100dB ± 3 dB

Bluetooth profiles

HFP

Battery capacity

55 mAh

Other features

Aluminum alloy design.
Anti-tangle flat cable

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXAUABT02

EAN: 8427542092256

.

Recommended retail price:
€12.31
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